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Dear Parents, Guardians & Learners 

 

A very unfortunate pandemic of our time that 
seems to be escalating lately is the increasing 
lack of respect for our fellow human beings. 
People are becoming more self-centred and 
insensitive to those around them and seem to be 
showing less regard for other people’s rights and 
feelings.  
 
We all want to be respected and treated with 
dignity, yet we are becoming quick to deny this 
right to others. We see this especially in our 
youth where there is a visible decline in respect 
for their parents, teachers and elders. At school, 
this is evident when I see teachers who are 
anxious and despondent as a result of the lack of 
respect they receive from some of the learners 
in class and on the school campus in general. 
Parents often reach out to the school and its 
staff for assistance with discipline concerns at 
home because their children are defiant and 
disrespectful of them. There is an increase in 
learners treating their peers without respect 
and, as a result, schools are having to deal with 
an increase in bullying and fighting incidents. 
The rise of disrespectful behaviour in society is a 
serious concern as it is causing a ripple effect 
that is feeding into our schools, classrooms, 
workplace and homes.  
 
We can identify many contributors to the 
deterioration of respect amongst people, such as 
lack of parental control and involvement due to 
increasing work demands on parents; changes in 
values and standards practised in society; social 
media influences; lack of consequences for 

breaking rules and laws and the list can go on. We 
can point a finger in many directions when looking 
for the guilty party to blame for the seemingly 
disrespectful generation we are raising, but 
ultimately the focus should be on correcting it, 
rather than blaming and complaining about it. We 
desperately need to start cultivating a culture of 
respect in our youth to ensure a more favourable 
and hopeful future and world for our children.  
 

 
 
Respect is a universal virtue that everyone, 
regardless of age, sex, race, language and religion 
can recognise the value of. The dictionary defines 
respect as “due regard for the feelings, wishes, or 
rights of others” and synonyms suggested are words 
like consideration, thoughtfulness, attentiveness, 
politeness, courtesy and civility.  We need to realise 
the importance of recognising another person’s 
value and treating them with dignity and kindness. 
These are the basic conditions that are necessary for 
people to be able to work and live together in 
harmony.  
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Here are a few practical ways in which we can 
teach and model respect as a virtue to our 
children:   
 

 Let us start by teaching good manners to our 
children again. Teach them that it is polite to 
say “please” and “thank you” and to greet 
someone when they walk past on the corridor at 
school.  
 

 Let us show our children the value of being 
friendly and kind. When we are in shopping 
malls or in restaurants, let us display friendly 
behaviour and treat the staff and waiters with 
respect. Teach your child that just because 
they are serving us in their place of work does 
not make them our servants.  

 

 Let us teach our children the importance of 
obeying the laws and rules of the road to ensure 
our safety as well as the safety of others on the 
road. Let us stay in our traffic lane and not 
drive into oncoming traffic and let us stop at 
the red lights and stop signs. Let us abide by 
the rules of the road even when the traffic is 
horrible and even if it means we might be a few 
minutes late - it is worth it if we can avoid 
unnecessary accidents on the road.   

 

 Let us instill good discipline and an ethos of 
mutual respect at home; where rules are rules 
and there are consequences when they are 
broken. We do this because we love our 
children and want the best for them; not 
because we want to punish them.   

 
 Let us make the rule (and also live by it 

ourselves) that during family time and at the 
dinner table there is no use of cell phones or 
any other electronic devices. Children need to 
learn how to switch off from these electronic 
influences so that meaningful conversations can 
be enjoyed between family members and 
friends.  

 

 Let us encourage our children to be tolerant, 
accepting and respectful of other cultures, 
traditions and beliefs, particularly when other 
people hold different values or beliefs to our 
own. 
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These are just a few examples. Perhaps you can 
think of more ways in which you can teach respect 
and the value of kindness to your children at 
home. If we act and behave in this way, we give 
our children an example to follow. It’s not just 
about expecting them to be respectful, but 
modelling it ourselves as well so that they can 
follow in our footsteps.  
 
If we want to see a change in this world, our 
country, our community and our school, we need 
to start in our own homes. Let us raise a nation 
that we can be proud of. It all begins with basic 
respect.  
 
“Children ought to learn knowledge, literacy and 
numeracy at school, but they need to learn values 
and virtues at home.” – Unknown 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
LANA COETZEE 
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGIST 
 
Email: lana.coetzee@randparkhigh.co.za  
Tel: 011 793-1246 

 

 
School closes directly after the 

exam has been written on 
Friday, 15 March 2019 and  

re-opens on Tuesday, 2 April. 
 

2 April will be Day 5 on the 
timetable – learners must pack 

accordingly. 
 

We wish our learners and their 
families as well as our staff a 

good holiday. 
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